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1. INTRODUCTION 
IN 1977, Y. Miyaoka proved that c:(X)< 3c,(X) holds for a smooth projective algebraic 
surface X of general type defined over C ([16]). Around the same time, S.-T. Yau proved 
that a compact Krehler manifold with the negative or zero first Chern class admits a 
Ksehler-Einstein metric and as an application of the theorem, he proved that 
(- l)“c;(x)S(- 1)+c;-2(x)cI(x) 
holds for a smooth projective algebraic n-fold X with ample canonical bundle defined over 
C ([23], [24]). We note that Yau’s inequality is strictly weaker than Miyaoka’s inequality in 
the case n = 2. But Yau’s method gave an insight in the case that equality holds in the above 
inequality. And R. Kobayashi gave a differential geometric proof of Miyaoka’s inequality 
along the same line as Yau by using the fact that every two dimensional canonical 
singularity is a rational double point ([ 123). Recently Y. Miyaoka generalized his results in 
[16] to the case of higher dimensional minimal varieties by using algebraic geometry over 
fields of positive characteristics ([ 173). All the above results are deeply related to the theory 
of stable vector bundles as was observed by F. A. Bogomolov ([I]). 
On the other hand, there has been a conjecture that if a projective algebraic manifold X 
over C is not uniruled, then there exists a birational model Xmin of X such that 
1. Xmin has at worst canonical singularities, 
2. The canonical divisor of Xmin is Q-Cartier and numerically effective. 
We call Xmin a minimal model of X. Roughly speaking this conjecture asserts that if a 
projective manifold over C is not uniruled, then we can find a birational model with some 
mild singularities and with seminegative first Chern class. It is well known that this 
conjecture is true if dim X is less than three. If this conjecture is true, we will be able to study 
the structure of nonuniruled varieties by using their minimal models. For Minimal Model 
Conjecture see [9]. 
In this paper, we shall construct a Krehler-Einstein metric with a pole of a rational order 
along an ample divisor on a smooth minimal algebraic variety which is equivalent o the 
model metric. The essential point of the proof of this existence theorem is to construct a 
finite Galois covering of the variety for the desingularization of the Monge-Ampere 
equation. This existence theorem enables us to approximate the tangent bundle TX of a 
smooth minimal algebraic variety X over C by a sequence of multivalued vector bundles 
(Q-vector bundles) which converges to TX and every element of which is semistable with 
respect to some polarization which converges to K,. 
Our main results are as follows. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Let X be a smooth minimal algebraic variety over C. Then the tangent 
bundle TX is K,-semistable. 
We also prove an inequality of Chern numbers of Miyaoka-Yau type. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let X be a smooth minimal algebraic variety over C of dimension n. Then 
the inequality 
(- l)“c;(x)I(- l)“~c;-2(x)c,(x) 
holds. 
In this paper, all algebraic varieties are defined over C. 
2. KRHLER-EINSTEIN METRICS 
Let X be a smooth minimal projective n-fold over C. Let D be a smooth irreducible 
ample divisor on X. Then by Kleinman’s criterion for the ampleness (cf. [lo]), for every 
positive integer m, K, + 5 D is an ample Q-divisor on X. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X, D be as above. Then for every positive integer m of greater than 1, 
there exists a Kahler-Einstein metric os on X-D of a constant negative scalar curvature 
such that [Q] = 27t[ K,+k D] in H2(X, R) as a current, where [ ] denotes the cohomology 
class of currents or algebraic cycles on X. 
To prove Theorem 2.1, we use Hamilton’s equation as in 123. We also apply the 
continuity method as in [24]. 
Let L be the ample line bundle defined by D and let e be the nontrivial global section of 
L with divisor D. Let h be a smooth hermitian metric on L and let 11 1) denote the norm 
defined by h. Let Y be a smooth volume form on X such that the singular volume form 
11 o II A Y has negative Ricci curvature. We consider the singular volume form R on X 
defined by 
.=II.II-t(l-.II.l1*(‘-~))-2y (1) 
We set 
o = RicR = paalog R. (2) 
Then we have 
So if we multiply u by a sufficiently small positive number, if necessary, we may assume 
without loss of generality that o satisfies the following conditions. 
1. o is a Krehler form on X-D. 
2. f=log(o”/R) is continuous on X. 
Now we consider the following parabolic Monge-Amp&e equation. 
$=log 
(fiJ+J--G%)” 
UP 
+f- u on X x CO, T), 
u=O on Xx (O}, (4) 
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where T is the maximal existence time of the solution u such that 
1. u is smooth on (X-D) x [0, T), 
2. u(, t) is of class C 1 on X for every t E [ 0, T), 
3. o + JTaau is positive definite on X x {t} for every t E [0, T). 
We note that o has singularity along D. To overcome this difficulty, we shall consider a 
branched covering of X. 
The following construction of the branched covering is the same as in [8], Theorem 17. 
Please see [8] for detail. Let a be a positive multiple of m such that (a- 1)D is very ample. 
Let Hk, k=l, . . . , n be general members of the linear system j(a - l)Dl such that 
xi= 1 Hk + D is a divisor with normally crossings. Let { Vi} be a covering of X by affine open 
subsets and let { ~ij} b e a system of transition functions of L. Let { pki} be a system of local 
equations of H,+D in Ui such that 
pki=4TjpLj for k=l,. . . , n. 
- 
(5) 
Then the fields C(ylp,,, . . . , dp,,) are the same for all i which we denote K. Let Y be the 
normalization of X in K. Then it is easy to see that Y is nonsingular. Let p: Y+X be the 
natural morphism. For simplicity let us denote the pullbacks of u, f by p in the same 
notations. Then u satisfies the equation 
-_ 
au 
z=log 
co++iaaq 
W" 
+f-u on Y x [0, T), 
u=o Yx{O}. (6) 
This equation is of the same form as (4). But now we see that o is positive semidefinite 
smooth form on Y and f is a smooth function on Y. Since p is a finite morphism 
p*( K, +i D) is an ample divisor on Y. Hence there exists a Kzehler form w,, which 
represents p*c, (K, +A D) in the de Rham cohomology of Y. Let 5 be a smooth function on 
Y such that 
-_ 
w=O,+J-iaar (7) 
We set 
u=u+r (8) 
Then u satisfies the equation 
--,log(OOfdTaa’)“+F-o on Yx [O 
au 
at 0: 
T) 7 , 
where 
u=< on Yx{O}, 
F=log$+< 
To solve (9), we shall consider a perturbation of 
p*(ci, 1 H, +D)red into the irreducible components: 
(9) 
(10) 
the equation. Let us decompose 
P*( k$ Hk+D),ed=;R= (11) 
Let L, denote the holomorphic line bundle @I,( R,). We introduce a smooth hermitian fibre 
metric h, on L, and let II II denote the norm on L, induced by h,. Let U. be a nontrivial 
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global section of L, with divisor R,. Then we can find a positive smooth function c and 
positive integers {a,} such that 
(12) 
where a, are determined by 
(13) 
Now let E be an arbitrary positive number in (0, l] and let us consider the following 
perturbation of the equation (9) as in [24], Section 7. The rest of the proof is almost the 
same as [24], Section 7. But for later use, we shall give a complete proof. 
-- 
au= 
+og 
(w,+J--ld&J”)” 
w”o 
+F”-v” on Yx [0, T’), 
v”=(l--E)<, on Yx {0}, 
where 
Fe= -loge-clog(IIo,II~~+&) 
(I 
and T” is the maximal existence time of the smooth solution. We note that 
o,+J-laZ((l -E)r)=EWO+(l -&)O 
and c, R, is a normally crossing divisor. Then since 
-- 
%=log (%+J- laa((l -M)” 
(c~,m.l12”~+mG 
there exists a positive constant C, independent of E 
I i)lf I 
-(l-e){ at t=O, 
such that 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
I I g IC,,exp(-t) on Yx[O,TE). (18) 
By differentiating (14) by t, we have 
a avc 
at at (-)=p!$-!$ on Yx [0, T”), (19) 
where E is the Laplacian with respect to the Kaehler form 
G~=w~+ J-la&f. (20) 
By applying the maximum principle to (19), by (17) we have 
sue 
II 
at IC,exp(-t) on Yx[O,T”). (21) 
Now we shall estimate the second derivative of vE. By entirely the same calculation as in 
[2](see also [24]), we obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
exp(Cv”) 
( > 
E--L (exp(-Cv”)(o,, G,,)) 
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(22) 
where 
R,~T: the bisectional curvature of the Kahler form oO, 
A: the Laplacian with respect to the Krehler form wO, 
C:a positive constant such that C + infiz j RiTjJ> 0. 
We shall show that FE is bounded from above by a constant independent of E. By an 
elementary calculation, we see that 
Alog( It aa II 24- + E) 2 
II aa II 2h 
Ila I12aa+e 
Alog( II 0, II 2a=) 
a 
holds for every ~1. Then by (15), there exists a constant C, independent of E such that 
AFE<C, on Y. 
By (21) we have 
Iv”-(l-s)~IICo on Yx[O, r’) 
And by (23), there exists a positive constant C, independent of E such that 
F&>-C, on Y. 
LEMMA 2.2. There exists a positive constant C, independent of E and t such that 
(o,,&,)IC, on Yx[O, T”). 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
Proof: If exp( - CV~)(O~, G,,) achieves a local maximum at a point p0 on Y x (0, T”) 
then by (21), (22), (24), (25), (26), there exists a positive constant Ci independent of E and t 
such that 
(Oar G,) I c: (28) 
at p,,. Then the lemma follows from (21). Q.E.D. 
We note that &, is a Kahler form. Using Schauder estimate, by Lemma 2.2 and (25), we 
see that there exists a positive constant C, independent of E and t such that 
II UC II C2(Y)IG (29) 
where II Ilc2ty, is the C2-norm with respect o the K;Ehler form we. Noting (21), now we can 
apply the general theory of fully nonlinear uniformly elliptic equation [2O](see also the 
concluding remark (iv) at p. 769), we see that the second derivative of vc Holder continuous, 
hence vE is smooth and T” is infinite for all E E (0, 11. Letting E tend to 0, we conclude that the 
equations (9) and (6) have solutions of bounded C2-norm on Y for all time. We note that by 
(21) and (25), there exists a positive constant C, such that 
Jlog(G”/o”)l5 C, on Y x CO, co), (30) 
where 
&=w+J-ld&. (31) 
Then we can apply the general theory [20] to u outside of the degenerate locus of w and we 
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see that u is smooth outside of the degenerate locus of w. Letting t tend to infinity, by (21) 
we see that 
UCC =lim u( , t) (32) 
r-5 
exists in C2-norm on Y and Cm-topology on every compact subset of the outside of the 
degenerate locus of o. Clearly u, satisfies the differential equation: 
(c0+JZla&,)“=exp(u,-f)o” (33) 
on Y. 
The following lemma can be proven by the same argument as in [24], pp. 398-399. 
LEMMA 2.3. The solution u, of (33) is the unique solution of bounded C2 norm on Y. 
We note that p: Y-+X is a Galois covering. By Lemma 2.3, we see that u, is invariant 
under the natural action of the Galois group Gal( Y/X) because the equation (33) is 
invariant under the action of GaI( Y/X). Then the Gal( Y/X)-invariant form o+ J-l&&, 
defines a (singular) form wE on X. 
LEMMA 2.4. oE is smooth on X-D. 
Proof: Let Hi, k=l, . . . , n be another system of general members of the linear system 
I(a - l)D I such that xi= 1 H, + ci = 1 H; + D is a divisor with normally crossings. We shall 
construct two Galois coverings p’: Y +X and @: P--+X which correspond to divisors 
ci=, H;+D and ~~=, HL+xizl H;+D respectively as before. Let pl: 8-Y, p2: P+Y’ 
be the natural morphisms respectively. We solve the equation (33) on Y’ as before. Let 
u& be the solution. Then by Lemma 2.3, we see that pyu, =ptu’,. This implies that the 
singularity of oE is contained in ((xi= l H,)n(~~= 1 H;))uD. Since (a- l)D is very ample, 
this completes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Now by the construction, oE is a Krehler-Einstein form on X-D and [os] = 
2ti[ K, +$ D] by (30). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. For the later purposes, we 
need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5. There exists a positive constant C, > 1 such that 
1 
cco<oE<C,o on X-D. 
7 
Proof: Let E be a positive number. We set 
o,=o+~-iEaa((i-llallt)Ilallt). 
Let us cover X be a finite number of open unit polydisks 
A,= {(z;, . . . , z”,)II.zhl< 1, i= 1, . . . , n} 
such that if A,nD#4, then 
A,n D=((z;, . . , z;)lz; =O}. 
Let 
A=={(&. . . ) ti)llthl< 1, i= 1, . . . , n} 
be the copy of Aa and let 
p&+8. 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
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be the morphism defined by 
R?(t& ’ . . ,t:)=((t,‘)“, t,2,. . . , t:), if A,nD#d, 
p,(ta, . . . , t;)=(ti, . . . , tbf) if A., n D=d. 
Then since 
(39) 
a~((l-IIaIIl)llallf)=(l-2(laJI~)aall~Il” -2q(a+ * aI&, (40) 
if we take E sufficiently small, p,*w, is a smooth Kaehler metric on A-, for every a. And by 
using (40), by an easy direct calculation, we see that infi, j Rig of the bisectional curvature 
RI=(e) of p,*o, is bounded from below by a constant independent of E and a. Then by 
entirely the same method as before, we see that there exists positive constant C,, C9 
independent of E and t such that 
and 
(% &)<C* (41) 
I log $ ( >I <C,. E (42) 
This implies that there exists a positive constant C,,> 1 independent of E and t such that 
1 
-oJw,<6,<c~ooe. 
C 
(43) 
10 
Letting E tend to 0, we obtain the lemma. Q.E.D. 
3. STABILITY OF THE TANGENT BUNDLES OF MINIMAL ALGEBRAIC VARIETIES 
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1.1. We use the same notation as in Section 2. 
Let X be a smooth minimal algebraic variety and let D be a smooth ample divisor on X. 
Let m be an integer greater than one. In Section 2, we constructed the followings: 
o : a singular Kazhler metric on X with a pole of order $ along D, 
wE:a Krehler-Einstein metric on X-D such that [wE] =2n[Kx +$ D]. 
Let q be a Krehler form on X-D. We denote the i-th Chern form of the metric 
connection of q by c,(X, q). 
LEMMA 3.1. 
[q(X,w)]= - K,+;D [ 1 , 
Ccz(X, w)l=c~(X)+[~(K,+D)D], WI 
where the left-hand-side are the cohomology classes in the de Rham cohomology of currents 
on X. 
Proof: Let Tu(D) be a tubular neighbourhood of D in X and let I: Tu(D)+D be the 
projection. It is sufficient to show 
[cl(X,w)]= -[K,+kD] on Tu(D), 
[c2(x, w)]=c~(~)+ $ZC~+D)D 1 on 7qD). (45) 
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Let us cover X by a finite number of open unit polydisks 
A.={(& . . . , zi)l l.zal< 1, i= 1, . . . , n} (46) 
such that if A=~D#c$, then 
A,nD={(z,‘, . . . , z:)lz,’ =0} (47) 
as in the proof of Lemma 2.5. We define a Q-vector bundle (multivalued vector bundle) 
V on X by 
vp.=o,(alazf,.. . , a/az;), if A,nD = 4, 
vpE=u,((~,‘)” alaz,', alaz,2, . . . , afaz:), if A,~Dz~. (48) 
Let p: Y+X be the finite Galois covering constructed in Section 2. Then p * V is locally free. 
We denote the pullback by V,. We note that p*w is a smooth hermitian fibre metric on V,. 
On D we have the exact sequence of bundles 
O-+Tt,+Tx~D+Nt,lx+O, 
O--+T,-+ VI D-+NvIX @(N&,)t +O (49) 
where the second exact sequence is the exact sequence as Q-bundles, that is pullbacks on Y 
by p form an exact sequence of vector bundles on Y. We note that cl( N,,,) is equal to 
[D ] ) D. And by the adjunction formula c1 (D) = - [K, + D] 1 D holds. Then we have 
cl(X)= -[Kx] on Tu(D), 
and 
cz(X)=r*c,(D)-[(K,+D)D] on Tu(D) (50) 
Hence we have 
cl(V)= -[Kx+kD] on Tu(D), 
c2( V)=r*cz(D)- ~(K,+D)D 1 on 5%(D). (51) 
ccl(X, 0)3= -[,,+;D], 
CcAX, o)l=c~(x)+[~(K,+D)D]. (52) 
Q.E.D. 
Now we recall the definition of the stability of a vector bundle over a projective 
algebraic manifold. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let M be a projective algebraic mani$old and let H be an ample divisor on 
M. Let % be a coherent sheaf on M. We define the normalized degree p(%) of F with respect 
to H by 
where n = dim M. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let M, H be as in Definition 3.1. A vector bundle E on M is said to be 
H-stable (resp. H-semistable), iffor every coherent subsheaf % of E. 
holds. 
u(%)<p(E)(resp.p(%)su(E)) 
We 
bundle 
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note that we can extend the notion of H-stability or H-semistability of a vector 
formally to the case that H is numerically effective. 
THEOREM 3.1. V, is a direct sum of stable vector bundles with respct to the polarization 
p*[ .,+;l+p*[$.]. 
Proof: Let us consider an inclusion of a coherent subsheaf: 
o-9+ vr. (53) 
For the proof of the proposition, we may assume without loss of generality that 9 is a 
reflexible subsheaf (c.f. [19], Chap. II, 1). We set 
w,=p*o 
%.Y=P*% (54) 
We note that wY is a smooth hermitian metric on Vr. Then’by Lemma 2.5, we see that wE. ,, 
is a bounded nondegenerate hermitian metric on Vr. Let us calculate p( Vr) with respect o 
the polarization p*(K,+kD). Since wE,y is a Hermitian-Einstein metric on Vr with 
respect to the (singular) base metric o~,~, we have 
11 ” =-- 
[ 1 -OE,Y . n 2x (55) 
We note that the inclusion (53) induces the inclusion 
O--&r F-+ A s Vy, (56) 
where s=rank 9, since 9 is torsion free. A’ Vy carries a Hermitian-Einstein metric 
induced by oE, y (with respect o the base metric o E, y). We note that the metric is bounded 
nondegenerate by Lemma 2.5. The sheaf inclusion (56) induces a Hermitian metric h on the 
line bundle da 9. We note that h may degenerate. Now we quote a proposition from [ 143. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. ([14], p. 6, Proposition 1). Let (E, h, oy) be a Hermitian-Einstein 
vector bundle over a KEhler manifold M with the Krehler form onr. Let 
O+FfE+G+O (57) 
be an exact sequence of vector bundles. Let c1 (E, h), cl( F, i*h) be the jrst Chern forms with 
respect to the Hermitian metrics h, i*h respectively. Then we have that 
(rankF)-‘(c,(F, i*h)A w”,-‘)l(rankE)-‘(c,(E, h)AwLl) (58) 
holds everywhere on M and $the equality holds everywhere on M, then the sequence (57) splits 
and F and G are (equipped with the induced metrics) Hermitian-Einstein bundles, 
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Let U be the nonempty Zariski open subset of Y-p - l(D) such that h is nondegenerate 
on U. Then by Proposition 3.1, the hermitian connection defined by h satisfies 
on U. On the other hand, we have 
r(s)=+V[ p*(K,+;D)I’I 
(59) 
where G is an effective divisor supported on the degenerate locus of h and the first integral is 
in the sense of Riemann’s improper integrals. Since p *( Kx+kD) is ample, by (55), (59), 
(60) we have 
P(~t)lP(~Yb (61) 
Hence V, is p* K, +--D 
( 2 
-semistable vector bundle on Y. 
For the next let B be as in the proof with 
P(~;)=cL(Vr). (62) 
Then by the proof, we have 
(63) implies that h is nondegenerate outside of a subvariety I of codimension at least two 
on Y. And (64) implies that by Proposition 3.1 that the exact sequence 
o-@+v,-+vr/9+o (65) 
splits outside of I u Sing 4 up -l(D). Let @: Vy/F-+ V, be the splitting. Let 
Grass, _s ( Vy)+ Y be the Grassmann bundle of n - s planes in V,. Let us consider the Gauss 
map 
Gauss:yE Y-(ZuSingFuppl(D))+Q( V,/F),EGrass,_,( V,). (66) 
LEMMA 3.2. Gauss extends holomorphically to Y- (Sing 9 ul). 
Proof Let p be a point on D-(Sing9 ul) and let e,, . . . , en_s be a local basis for 
Vy/f on a neighbourhood W, of p. We note that cD( V, /F )y is the orthogonal complement 
of py with respect to wE,y,y on Y-(Sing@ulup-l(D)) (see the proof of [14], p. 6, 
Proposition 1). Let pr: V,+F be the orthogonal projection with respect o the fibre metric 
wE,y on Y-(Sing9uIup-l(D)). We set 
Z,=e,-pr(e,), i= 1, . . . n-s on W,--(Sing Fulup-l(D)). (67) 
Then since oE,r is a bounded nondegenerate fibre metric on Vy, by Riemann’s extension 
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theorem, every Z, extends holomorphically to W,-(Sing9 ul). This implies the lemma. 
Q.E.D. 
The following lemma follows from the proof of Lemma 3.2 immediately. 
LEMMA 3.3. For YE Y-(Sing 9 ul), 9,, and Gauss(y) span the jbre Vu,,. 
Lemma 3.3. implies that the exact sequence (65) splits on Y- (Sing F u I). Since 9 is a 
normal sheaf, the exact sequence (65) splits globally on Y. Hence Vy splits into two 
Hermitian-Einstein bundles by Proposition 3.1. Continuing this process, we see that Vy is a 
sum of stable vector bundles on Y. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. Q.E.D. 
Now let us prove Theorem 1.1. Let g be a subsheaf of TX. Then we have the inclusion of 
multivalued vector bundles 
O+_‘3@060x 
( > 
-‘D +V., 
: 
We set 
8,=p’(B@ 0&D)i. 
Clearly we have 
o-9,--+ vy. 
By Theorem 3.1, we have 
p(S,)sAVr). 
Let d be the rank of 9. Then by Lemma 3.1, (71) is equivalent o 
(68) . 
(69) 
(70) 
(71) 
(72) 
Letting m to infinity, we obtain 
~~~(~).CKr]“-‘~~c~(x).[Kwl”-l. (73) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. Q.E.D. 
By the above argument, using the result of [15], we see that the restriction of Vr to a 
general complete intersection surface of members of the linear system (p*(v(Kx +& D))l is 
semistable, if we take v sufficiently large. Hence we obtain the following inequality by 
Bogomolov’s inequality ([ 53). 
(-l)“c;(x)I(-l&c 1-2(x)c2(w (74) 
This inequality also follows from the existence of Hermitian-Yang Mills connection for 
stable bundles ([4], [22]). But this inequality is not optimal. In the next section, we shall 
prove the optimal inequality. 
4. MIYAOKA-YAU INEQUALITY 
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1.2. Let X be a smooth minimal algebraic variety 
and let D, w, oE be as in the last section. 
Let us consider the equation (33) again. We rewrite it in the following form. 
(75) 
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Then by Lemma 2.5, this equation is fully nonlinear uniformly elliptic equation of 2nd order 
in the sense of [20] with respect to the metric w on X-D. Hence we may expect some 
regularity of 11, on X. The main difficulty is that w is a sungular metric on X-D. 
Let {A=} be the collection of polydisks defined as (37), (38). Let 
&={(tb, . . * 9 t:)llttl< 1> 
be the copy of A, and let p.: 6,+Aa be the morphism defined by (39). Let us choose a A, such 
that A, n D # ;b and fix it. We denote &, by A for simplicity. 
Let us consider the degenerate Kazhler form w* on B defined by 
o,=(m-l)2J-l~tl~ 2(m-l)drr ,-,&r+ t J~dtir\d~. (76) 
i=2 
Let V be the connection with respect to the Kazhler form Ok. We note that V is a flat 
connection. Let us denote the pullback pxw again by w. 
LEMMA 4.1. JV’w(is bounded on A for i=O, 1,2, where 1 Jdenote the norm with respect 
to O& 
Proof: This can be verified by easy direct calculation. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A function p on A said to be We - Cm, ifp E C a, (A) and ( V kp ( is bounded 
on every compact subset in A for every k. 
We denote the set of wd - Cm function on A by C * (A, oa). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let a be a positive constant less than 1. Then there exists a positive 
constant C, such that for every f E C * (A, w,), 
where 
Ilf Ilf+.lG(lIAf Ila+ Ilf Ilo), (77) 
A: Laplacian with respect to We, 
II II k +=I k + a HGlder norm with respect to Ok. 
II II z+=: k+a interior H6lder norm with respect to Ok. 
Proof. Let As={(sl,. . ., s”)IJsil< 1,1 liln) be the copy of A. We consider the map 
~L,,,-~:A-+A~ by 
n,_,(t’, . . . ) t”)=((t’)“-‘, t2,. . . ) t”). (78) 
Pulling back the standard Newton potential on A, x A, by rr, _ 1 x A,_ 1, we obtain the 
Newton potential for A. Using this potential, we can prove the proposition as in [6], 
Chapter 4 (see [6], p. 62, Theorem 4.8). Q.E.D. 
We can also prove the Schauder estimate for a linear uniformly elliptic operator of 
order 2 with respect to the Kahler form We as in [6], p. 62, Theorem 6.2. 
Let %A be the function ppu, on A. 
LEMMA 4.2. u cc,.AE C4& wA). 
Proof: This lemma can be proven by modifying the proof of [6], p. 461, Theorem 17.14 
by using Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.1. Q.E.D. 
Hence the curvature of the singular Kaehler form oE is bounded. Hence Ci(X, oE) 
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represents the same cohomology class as c,(X, o) on X as a current. By using the 
calculation in 133, we have that 
2(n+l) “_ 
(-l)“c;(x,w,)l(-I)” n ----Cl 2(x, %k,(X, 4 (79) 
on X-D. Using Lemma 3.1, we have the inequality of Chern numbers 
Letting m tend to infinity we have 
(- l)“c”,(X)I(- I~~c~-2(x)c2(x). (81) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
5. THE QUASIPROJECTIVE CASE 
Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 can be generalized to the quasiprojective case by using 
the branched covering trick in [21]. We obtain the following theorems. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let X be a smooth projective variety and let D be a divisor with 
normal crossings on X. Assume that K, + D is numerically efective. Then Ri(logD) is 
(K, + D)-semistable. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let X be a smooth projective n-fold and let D be a divisor with normal 
crossings on X. Assume that K, + D is numerically efective. Then the inequality 
c;(R:(logD))I vc;-‘(R:(logD))c,(Q:(logD)) 
holds. 
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